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1 .0 Introduction
I am not going to start talking to you about the evidence which
shows the importance of self esteem, as you are well familiar
with it . Otherwise, why would we be even looking at self esteem.
I think it is fascinating to stand back and look at the research .
Look at, for instance, the kind of models teachers present . It's
fascinating to me to list all the personality characteristics
that teachers should have to develop student self-esteem.
We have established that the model the teacher presents is a big
intellectual factor in the child's self-esteem. People are now
saying,
"What characteristics should teachers present?" As long
ago as 1958 Strange in NSW reported to the British Journal of
He
Educational Psychology on looking at two sorts of teachers .
called them the more humanitarians on the one hand and the more
authoritarian on the other .
He identified the kind of characteristics which he says each of
those two types present in classroom and linked that with self
esteem and achievement in kids .
It's rather a sad thing that
years go by and we're still not doing much about it .
We look at
research in 1987 to find the same characteristics that Strange
identified in 1958 .
2 .0 Personality Traits for Development of Self-Esteem
There's a continuum here .
I don't think one could say there's
two discreet groups ;
on one hand the highly humanistic approach
But the
and on the other the highly authoritarian approach .
fascinating thing is that these are the same characteristics that
people like Burns in Britian identified as factors causing high
self
esteem in teachers .
They're the same
humanitarian
characteristics which Carl Rogers many years before identified
with successful counselling .
I think you'd want to look at the research .
Apart from our own
experiences we can say these are the sorts of characteristics
that we really ought to be encouraging amongst teachers, helping
teachers to become more relaxed and having a high self esteem .
Mostly stable, that characteristic is okay, that's obvious .
Expedient, now that's a suspect characteristic you might say. It
means
that they are not too highly bound by rules
and
regulations .
If the circumstances change they're flexible, or
happy-go-lucky as opposed to being always sober and serious .
Imaginative is an obvious characteristic as are adventuresome,
outgoing, relaxed, and self-assured!
You may say, "These are obvious characteristics ."
When you
contrast them with the other side, you realize that some teachers
present the opposite characteristics . It's quite worrying that
these sort of teachers do exist, and what is worrying is that
they have low self esteem.
,:,I._

3 .0 Teacher Stress
those
We
might try to look in more detail at some of
characteristics and also look at ways of developing them . I'm
sure that there is plenty of evidence to show that there is a
high proportion of teachers under stress . The paper this morning
quoted 40% .
That's a low estimate compared with the research in
Britian and the States where you have figures quoted up to 6070% .
It's still a lot of teachers, 40% of all the teachers in
Australia .
Now what's fascinating is that the most regularly cited stress is
caused by role ambiguity and feelings of inadequacy about the
whole job .
In other words, teachers are developing low self
esteem as a result of stress .
But you see, if we are going to
have 40% of teachers under stress, the chances are we have got
40% of teachers in danger of low self esteem.
So you link
teacher
stress
and
self esteem
and
these
personality
characteristics and you will see that we have to focus firmly on
the personality of the teachers and their coping capacity.
3 .1

Reducing Stress

"Learn to adopt a social hedonistic philosophy ."
Come here and
have a time out weekend and learn how to be socially hedonistic .
It sounds naughty but it's not actually. What we are saying is a
attitude that
lot of people do have this rather old fashioned
good
suffer,
bang
your
head
against
the
wall because
it's
to
to
nice
when
you
stop
.
You
have
remind
people
that if you
it's
to
are not enjoying your teaching you are not enjoying life . Then
you do something about it .
You can't just say,
"Oh, well, you have to suffer because you
know what the job's like .
It's difficult and I need the
experience!" A lot of teachers do have that mistaken
attitudes
life
in
general
.
So
you
begin
with
your
philosophy
of life .
to
What's it all about? Are you are here to enjoy yourself? It may
not be easy but you can still aim to enjoy your work .
3 .2 Genuineness and Rmpathy
We are saying there is again evidence from the research that
people who are accepting of kids, people who are genuine and
empathic make good counsellors and have high self esteem as
teachers as well .
If you can say,
"I don't like what the kid
but
accept
the
kid,"
you
have
100% acceptance of the
does
I
child .
In
other words you have a sincere respect
for
personality . You either like people or you don't .
An unfortunate thing is that some teachers don't like kids .
It
is sad to say this, but they like them when they are behaving
properly. But if they are not, then they don't like them. You've
got to look at yourself and say, "Do I really like people?"

means being a real personality, not wearing a mask,
You've got to be a real person .
You've got
an actor .
you, to be an effective communicator and an effective
So being genuine is important .
unications
that's pretty obvious .
loping skills of communication,
non-verbal
.
It's
certainly
the basis of any kind of
and
=ftbsl
ication .
Both your verbal and non-verbal communication is
important .
If t there is a conflict non verbal communication is
If you say the
taken notice of, no matter what you might say .
non verbal behaviour that the kids take
opposite it's your
notice of .
Identify sources of stress . Not simply
Put it all together .
saying "I don't have any stress ." So you can't bury you head in
the sand . You have got to say "Well look what are the sources of
stress in my life? What gives me concern?" I am not saying the
sources of stress will be incapacitating but we have all got then
to some degree .
3 .4 Self-Determination
Recognised behaviour is self determined . It is not saying "I have
had a difficult childhood" or "I have no control over my life ."
Some more research evidence with the concept of locus of control
shows that people who feel that they are in control of their
lives have higher self-esteem than those who feel are not in
control .
We can certainly be self determinant if we want to be, and if
you've got the strength to do something about it .
Practice
rational emotive coping strategies .
3 .5 Accept The Person, Not the Behaviour
Accept self, but not the not behaviour . So often teachers will
be saying things like,
"I'm a rotten teacher! Look what I did
today ." They forget what they did yesterday and the day before
which was good .
People have to say in this kind of profession
that "I am okay even though what I do sometimes may not be ." You
which
must be okay otherwise you wouldn't be in this profession
really puts a lot of people under stress .
If you weren't so interested in people and interested in kids you
wouldn't stay this long .
I think teachers need reminding that,
"They are okay really . They are nice people really!"
3 .6 Class Control Strategies
I am amazed at how often
Learn class control strategies .
teachers will hide that they have behavioural problems as if it's
some kind of character defect .
It's a difficult job to control
kids . You have to learn the skills .

A lot of teachers from the older stages of''
been introduced to the principles of clAsff :4
control .
I think it's well to remind
have a problem, that's fine .
If nobody,,
inevitable .
It's not something that you
have to acquire the skills to learn how to am
interpersonal conflict.
4.0 Assertiveness Training
This takes us into the whole area of assertiveness training whit`
is popular these days .
You begin having self doubts and then
with those self doubts you develop low self esteem. Use positive
self talk.
They use to say if you talked to yourself you get locked up but
it is possible and there is some research to support the view
that if teachers could really talk to themselves positively
they'd suddenly start feeling more positive about the kids .
There was one study where researchers did a count of the number
of negative thoughts they had . Participants had to press a lever
every time they had a negative thought .
Researchers obtained
baseline data on how many negative thoughts participants had and
they then were asked by the experimenters, "Next time you feel
something
negative
force
yourself to say
the
opposite
positively."
They did this, thinking that the experimenters were crazy like
all psychologists . Then at the end of the week the psychologists
went back to them and said, "What sort of week have you had?"
They said, "Well, it's been marvellous . The kids have been great
this week . Don't know why ."
what had happened, of course, was that they had changed their
self thought . They had changed their behaviour, and their whole
attitude and the kids responded .
This is the link with the
rational emotive therapy . You can, through a qualitative approach
change your emotion, if you're prepared to stick with it and work
at it .
5 .0 Become An Expert
Cultivate a special interest area .
It's amazing how quickly one
can become an expert or be seen to be an expert, whatever it is,
if you just know a little bit more than the next person .
I always say to teachers,
"You know, you don't have to be an
expert really.
Other people think you are if you just let it be
known you're going on a conference or going to do a talk on
something . Next time there is a conference on that topic they'll
say, 'Oh, so and so is the expert in that area!' You're sent off
and before you know where you are you've become an expert ."

In other words, have
prophecy.
6 .0 Learn Zh Relax
Learn relaxation
approach, whether
meditation,
or
available, and we

a gimmick .

It's

your

self-fulfilling

techniques .
We're all well familiar with that
it be physical activities, physical relaxation,
whatever .
There are a host of activities
are all very familiar with those .

The interesting thing is that different things work
with
different people .
You've got to find out what is best for you.
Some people hate mediation . I once tried meditation and I
couldn't sleep for a week .
I stopped meditation and I was fine
again .
It's not me to meditate, it's not my scene .
A lot of
people get a lot of benefit from it .
I get more benefit from playing tennis or doing
physical .
But you've got to find out what suits you,
important to do something to relax .

something
but it is

Regular physical exercise is pretty obvious . It's not just for
the sake of it, it's the fact that it identifies the chemicals in
the brain which are conducive to relaxation and feelings of
contentment as opposed to the opposite .
7 .0 Self-Recognition
For the next
sentences, no
you get older
earlier used
relatives, who

15 minutes try to remember and write down in two
more, of an achievement in our lives . You see, as
we don't often get the positive feedback that we
to get from our mothers, our fathers and our
were always patting us on the back.

You forget what you do, that you are okay, that you have achieved
lots of things .
It's not a bad exercise to give yourself some
positive feedback,
self feedback for a change .
We do tend to
dwell on our negative aspects far too much.
This is something one should do regularly, say over a six week
course, once a week . The first thing you begin with is by saying,
"Now write down the positive things about yourself during the
week .
You're conditioning yourself to feel good about yourself .
Would you like to do it?
It could be your qualifications as a
teacher, or the fact that you broke the olympic record, or you've
just got a plant to grow in your garden. 'there is always
something that's given you a kick."
"Well I came second in a race on the river and the skipper said
'We've lost!'
I didn't feel too good about it at the time .
Looking back, I was quite please about it ."
Now that was a very small example of the kind of thing I am
talking about . You see what it feels like . It is good to remind
yourself . We have all achieved something .

6

8 .0 Establishing Aspirations
Right, for the next two minutes let's now look at estaW
g
levels of aspiration and achieving then.
You
tt'B'aU~"bo0easy to sit back and say,
"I am contentl" Same ,teacm
say,
"I have no ambition and I am happy with ay -#resea
and my level of existence ." That's not good enoUtgh if
to enhance sglf-esteem.
1

11

e

We know the nerve impulse physiologically is always a 3,
our nature is always active as well . We must be moving ~ .c6sz iag
and thinking ahead .
It need not be doing anything-too
.
It could be something very small like painting . ~a~`iddm .+
whatever .
But I think we should all just for two
bf.k-pow, .,
think about something we'd like to achieve in the futae, not
just idealistically but practically . What will we do.
What steps will we take? What will we do to achieve it?
It's
NOW day
not enough to vaguely plan, saying, for instance,
I
would like to go around the world ."
Consider when, and how?
9.0

Helping Skills

Now pair off . A tells B about an emotional event .
It can be
anything from being picked up for speeding or really being upset
by a colleague .
B is listening and doing as best B can to counsel .
Now what we
are doing here of course is really practicing counselling . These
skills
(handout) are things which I think most people would have
come across, at some stage .
Now when I say counsel, it's listening .
It's listening to feelings .
B will give you the feedback .
you were being understood etc?
10 .0

It's active

listening .

Points 1 to 8 . Did you feel that
Then swap around .

Conflict Resolution

Now we're all
The essence of
way that when
achieved some

subject to complex situations from time to time .
this is to be able to handle conflict in such a
you've left the situation you feel that you have
kind of self distraction .

Are you leaving conflict situations feeling things like,
wish I had said that" or "I said the wrong thing" or "I
say anything and I should have said something ."

"Oh I
didn't

If so, then tension builds up .
Eventually, of course, more and
more psychological tension emerges, then more self doubt creeps
in about the sort of person you are .
The lack of spontaneity
comes in . You're not able to be natural the next time you are in
that kind of situation and with the resultant low self esteem
once again .

Now there are plenty of activities and exercises in this area . I
mean, there are whole schools of assertiveness training around
these days .
11 .0

Techniques in Assertiveness Training

Points 1 to 10 .
(See List!) First of all
behaviour and not their person
is
person because you are
-but talk about what
saying
r
annoym

incidently, that you have no control over the other
It's so easy in a conflict situation to think 'What I
You can't
Knvi # .~ do is to get them to do something I want ."
reaAii~ . You've got to get them to want to behave in that
partic rr- :way . You can't say "I am going to manipulate them,"
get them** be a certain person you want them to be, to do things
If you do have that attitude then
that you g want them to do .
you're not going to resolve the situation or conflict .
12 .0

Conflict is a Mutual Situation

Communicate the conflict as a mutual problem situation . It's not
a matter of saying, "You are an idiot" or "You're doing the wrong
thing ."
"we've got a situation here which needs
It's really,
looking at ."
Particularly when you find a problem child in the school it's so
easy to see parents come up to the school at the request of a
teacher .
You say to the parent "You know you've got a problem
child and I am sorry about it, but he is a problem ." The attitude
should be "Look we have got a problem situation here ."
People are behaving in a situation because they are subject to
So you say, "Mat
the environmental stresses in that situation .
can we do about the situation?
This is how you kid behaves in
the situation ." Don't say,
"It's the problem child that is the
problem situation ."
13 .0

Communicate Your Feelings

Confront the other person when mutally convenient . Don't say, "I
want to talk about this now." You've got to give the person
respect and say,
"Look, when it's convenient ."

Communicate your feelings about the conflict .
You've got to say
what you feel .
Be honest about it . Otherwise, you get nowhere .
You've got to clear the air to start with, explaining exactly
where you stand. Put your cards on the table in other words . Be
prepared to accept that you could be wrong .
Do not reject the other person . What we should be saying again is
that we have a respect for personality . Their motives were
probably right as far as they saw them, and we may not like what
they did, but there's no need to reject the person .
13 .1

Be Aware of,Non Verbal Behaviour

Be aware of your non verbal behaviour . Think about whether you
are sitting there with your arms folded, up tight, whether you
are interviewing across the table, whether your hands are
clenched . Listen to the other person's views . Listen!
14 .0

Listening

Listening, the art of listening! We teachers certainly forget .
We do too much talking . I mean, even just listening to the words
as well as the feelings is sometimes difficult for a lot of us .
It's amazing how I always find kids can stand silences easier
than adults . We won't listen . We've got to keep filling silences
with words . Just let the other person say what they want to say.
15 .0

A Conflict Resolution Activity

Anyway they are the ten most important aspects which I've
identified myself in the literature .
Let's now do an activity
and I would really like us to practice saying the things we
wished we had said in that conflict situation .
So think back to
one . We've all had them. It may have just been in a shop
recently, when somebody was served before you .
Or it may be
something much more serious than that.
Something where you felt
you really didn't resolve it properly.
There was a fascinating study done a few years ago . He got the
students to complete a list of very simple tasks . He interrupted
them on half of those tasks .
He went away and came back six
The
weeks later, and they had to recall the 100 tasks .
interesting thing is, they remembered 90% of the uncompleted
tasks and remembered only 30% of the completed ones .
Now that to me sticks in my mind because it ties into what we
know from analytical psychology.
We are all, I'm sure, aware of
the fact that if you don't resolve an emotional situation, or an
Even if not in
emotional conflict, you keep coming back to it .
you conscious mind it's there unconsciously affecting you.
You
get tense about it.
It is important to resolve conflicts because
they are still there in your mind effecting you with some kind of
psychological tension which can result in low self esteem .
It

and

on .

lets do this activity this time in a trio because I think it's
rtant for a third person to witness and observe and give you
sane feedback .
'A' then will recall the conflict and brief 'B .' 'B' will be the
opposition, so it could be the shopkeeper or the administrator,
or the head of department you had a conflict with.
So 'B' has got to play that role as you brief 'B.'
the role 'B' has got to be in .
Now
you

'A' has got to rehearse that situation .
wished you had said .

You brief 'B'

This time say

what

Then 'C' will come back and give you the feedback on whether
not in that situation you did go through points 1 to 10 .

or

Describe the others behaviour and not the personality etc .
it anyway .

Try

'B'
can
be as uncooperative
unrealistically so .

not

16 .0

as

you

brief

him

but

Rational Emotive Therapy

The basic philosophy is one of confronting neurotic patients with
irrational thinking, and the theory behind it is that emotions
are caused by your thinking .
Now I said earlier self talk can change emotion .
Yes it can but
not always .
Generally it can in the classroom the way I
described .
Albert Ellis was saying in 1965 that, that is the best way to do
psychotherapy . He confronted his client with statements like 'Cut
the crap, that's irrational, that doesn't make sense .' He was
sorting out rational thoughts from irrational thoughts in what I
consider to be a very cruel and callous way .
So I dismissed the
whole thing . It's not for me, and a few colleagues said the same
thing .
This was the time Carl Rogers was also gaining ground . People
were saying "This is terrible! I can't say it's all a matter of
thinking .
My feelings are out .
It's all cognitive appraisal,
and it's terrible . So cruel, so callous ."
I've come full circle and I've come right back to 1965 when I've
combined what was going on then.
I've combined Ellis with
Rogers .
If you use the feeling approach that Rogers talked
about, you get empathy going . You get a good relationship so
people trust you . It's a trusting relationship . Then you're in a
position to confront people with their irrational thinking .

10

The way Ellis was doing it in 1965 was really horrific, but if
you can combine those two approaches, you're well on your way to
being your own therapist .
This to me is the beauty of the whole
approach . What we're doing here is selling psychology to people,
and telling people "You can be your own therapist!
You don't
need anybody else ."
16 .1

A Rational Emotive Activity

What I've given you here is a handout .
First of all, an example
of what I'm talking about is on the back, in activities which you
might do to practice the principles .
Select a problem area .
Relationship with pupil who is always sarcastic and rude is an
example I've given for argument sake .
We are saying,
"What were our emotions first of all?" So we're
saying "What did we feel at the time?" Now that feeling we are
going to change with our thinking .
That's the basic premise .
When we say, as we tend to say,
"This person, this child, this
pupil made me angry," we know he didn't . You made yourself angry
by what you said to yourself .
The proof of that is obvious when you look around because
next person wouldn't be angry.
It's how you perceive
situation that determines how you feel about it .

the
the

First of all analyse your emotions, and then analyse your self
talk.
How often you say, "I didn't say anything ." Well you did
perhaps, implicitly. What were you thinking? Not, what were you
saying?
You may say,
"Well, I was thinking that he should give me
respect in this case ." Or "I was thinking well maybe nobody
likes me in this school ." Or "I was thinking I'm not a very good
teacher ." Or "I was thinking he should behave better ."
Now at that point, B remembers to separate the rational from the
irrational .
At that point you've got to say what of those
statements are rational and which ones are irrational .
Certain things we say, like that, can be irrational .
For
instance, it is irrational to say,
"None of the pupils really
like me," because you know that you've got one or two who do like
you .
It may only be one or two but okay it's irrational to say
nobody does .
There is plenty of evidence from Bernard in Melbourne to show it
works .
The key of it is having the strength of character or
will power to do it .
Sometimes you do need the support but it
will work .
Look at three areas - qualitative, behavioural, and imaginal .
The qualitative comes first .
Rehearse the words, the opposite,
positive words this time, the opposite ones from the words you
said originally. So you now say 'I know I am a good teacher, and

most pupils like me .

I'm in control of myself .'

You've affirmed these things about yourself,
you say them out loud to yourself anyway.

you rehearse

then,

Secondly comes the behavioural .
You've got to do something,
actively
discuss your problem and to stop complaining
colleagues about your issue .
%bat ever you did before which
not really solving the situation, you've got to undo, and
opposite .
Say,
'Well before I complain about the
d
ent to a
colleague, I'll stop complaining . In~
.Lgo and talk to
child
.
the
I will seek hire out'and fwM remember to relax . I
will remember to be sure I'm positive .,
rally' .
Do those things. You practice them.
That in itself is not
Close your eyes,
enought without number three, the imaginal .
situation
. But rehearse
relax, imagine the situation, the awful
yourself
while your
the positive talk, the self talk, and say to
you're
thinking,
'I know
eyes are closed that you're relaxed and
imagine
the
positive
I am a good teacher ; I know I am okay.' You
emotion then . You imagine the successful outcome .
Now I've condensed in five minutes somebodys life's work there .
That's a irrational thing to do but I strongly commend you to
this approach .
Use your proforma and I'd like you to think of a situation
yourself, which has caused you some stress in the past . Work out
the kind of plan you might make for yourself, or for a colleague
you might know who's under stress . Plan a programme .

